
The Praying Hands  
 
The “Praying Hands” is a drawing by Albrecht Dürer, an ink and 
pencil sketch that was drawn for an altar piece in 1508. 
Such an intense study of praying hands has developed its own 
story, a story of loving self-sacrifice. 

 
Albrecht Dürer was one of a family of 18. Their father was a talented Goldsmith 
and Albrecht and his brother Albert inherited their father’s artistic skills. They 
dreamt of going to the Academy of Nuremburg to study but knew in their hearts 
that the family could never afford it. So, the brothers made a pact, one of them 
would work to support the other as he studied for the customary four years. Then 
the roles would be reversed. The decisions as to who would study first was made 
by the toss of a coin. Albrecht went to Nuremburg while Albert, the older brother, 
went to work in the mines to pay his fees. 
 
Albrecht became a renowned artist in just those four years of study and joyfully 
returned home to offer his brother support and encouragement as he took up 
his training. But when Albrecht announced this great news Albert shook his head 
and showed him his hands.  Four years of gruelling labour had damaged his hands 
so much that he could no longer hold a brush or pen with the steadiness and 
strength needed to paint or draw.  His own artistic dreams were finished.  
 
Albrecht drew his brother’s hands to be the hands of an apostle in an altar piece 
for which he was commissioned; immortalising them in a picture that has stirred 
hearts and minds ever since.  
 
In her book Just for You, Helen Steiner Rice reflects on the Praying Hands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Praying Hands  
 

The “Praying Hands” are much, much more 
than just a work of art, 

They are the “soul’s creation” 
of a deeply thankful heart – 

They are a priceless masterpiece  
that love alone could paint, 

And they reveal the selflessness 
of an unheralded saint – 

These hands so scarred and toil-worn 
tell the story of a man  

Who sacrificed his talent 
in accordance with God’s plan – 

For in God’s Plan are many things 
man cannot understand 

But we must trust God’s judgement 
and be guided by his hand – 

Sometimes he asks us to give up 
our dreams of happiness, 

Sometimes we must forego our hopes  
of fortune and success, 

Not all of us can triumph 
or rise to heights of fame, 

And many times what should be ours 
goes to another name –  

But he who makes a sacrifice 
so another may succeed, 
Is indeed a true disciple 

of our blessed Saviour’s creed – 
For when we “give ourselves away” 

in sacrifice and love, 
We are laying up rich treasures 
in God’s Kingdom up above –  

And hidden in gnarled, toil-worn hands 



is the truest art of living 
Achieved by those who’ve learned 

the “Victory of Giving” –  
For any sacrifice on earth 

made in the dear Lord’s name 
Assures the giver of a place 

in Heaven’s hall of fame-  
And who can say with certainty 
where the greatest talent lies 
Or who will be the greatest 

in our heavenly Father’s eyes! 
 
 
 

Prayer 
 

O God, make us more thankful for what we have received, 
More content with what we have, 

And more mindful of other people in need 
We ask it for his sake who lived for us in poverty, 

Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen 
Simon H Baynes 

 
 

O Lord, that lends me life 
Lend me a heart replete with thankfulness 

William Shakespeare 
 


